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There are proved theorems of ,existence and uniqueness of solutions of the 
problem U(O) =f(t, u, . . . . &-I) ), u(a,,)-u(az,- ,)=A,, j= 1, . . . . n, where --co <a= 
a,<a,< <a,,-, <a,,=b< tz, A,E(--.z, +m),.j=l,..., n. ,i i 1990 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
This paper deals with the problem 
u(m) =f( t ,  u, .  .  .  .  d” I’), (0.1) 
u(a2j) - u(a2j- 1) = Aj, j = 1, . ..) n, (0.2) 
where -co~~u==~<a,< ... <a,,+,<a,,=b< +co, Aj~(-m, +a), 
j=l 9 . . . . n, and with the corresponding homogeneous boundary condition 
44,) - u(ar,- 1) = 0, j= 1, . . . . n. (0.3) 
The problems of such type have not been solved yet. However, the works 
[S-8] studied three- or four-point boundary value problems for differential 
equations of the second order and the works [9, lo] solved the questions 
of existence and uniqueness of solutions of Eq. (0.1) satisfying the condi- 
tions 
U(tO)=U(tl)= .” =u(t,), (0.4) 
where -coc~a=t~<t,< . . . <t,=b<+acj. 
In solving the boundary problems we often use theorems of the type of 
Conti. These theorems guarantee the existence of solutions of boundary 
problems under the following assumptions: 
a non-linear part of a differential equation is bounded by 
an integrable function; (0.5) 
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the corresponding homogeneous problem has only the 
trivial solution. (0.6) 
See, for example, [l, 4, 123. The problem (O.l), (0.2) does not fulfill (0.6) 
and so we cannot use such theorems even though f satisfies the condition 
(0.5). 
In this paper we prove such an existence proposition in which the condi- 
tion (0.6) is replaced by A.(& xi, . . . . x,) sgn x1 20 for 1x1/ 2 r, where 
%E { - 1, I} and r E (0, + co). By means of the existence proposition we 
study the problem (O.l), (0.2) and find the conditions for the existence and 
uniqueness of solutions of (O.l), (0.2). 
1. THE MAIN RESULTS 
We will use the following notations: 
R=(-co, +oo), R+=[O, +m),D=[a,b]xR”, 
N is the set of all natural numbers, r0 = 6 - a, t, ~, = 1, 
z,=max{(a,i-a,j~,,+,/:k~i~~}, k=l,...,n-2, 
go(t) = x1= i d,t’ is a polynomial satisfying (0.2), 
ri=max{Igg’(t)): altsb}, i=O, l,..., n-l, 
AC’(a, 6) is the set of all real functions having the absolutely 
continuous ith derivative on [a, b], i E N, 
Car,,,(D) is the set of all real functions satisfying the local 
Caratheodory conditions on D, 
a.e. = “almost every.” 
DEFINITION. A function UE AC”-‘(a, 6) which fulfills (0.1) for a.e. 
t E [a, b] will be called a solution of Eq. (0.1). Each solution of (0.1) 
satisfying (0.2) will be called a solution of the problem (O.l), (0.2). 
In the whole paper we suppose that f E Car,,,(D) and say that some 
condition is satisfied on D if it is satisfied for a.e. t E [a, b] and for every 
(x I, . ..1 x,) E R”. 
THEOREM 1. Let there exist r E (0, + co) and i E { - 1, 1) such that on 
the set D there are satisfied the conditions 
2[f(t,xl ,..., x,)-n!d,]sgnx,zO for Ix,jzr, (1.1) 
If(t, ~1, . ..t x,)1 S i h;(t)lxil +o t i l 4 
r=l 
( ?,=, Xl)? (1.2) 
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\t,here h, E L( II, h), i = 1, . . . . n, urc non-negative ,furutions ,fidfilling 
i t,, , . ..T. , [:‘h,(t) dt< 1 (1.3) 
,= I 
and o E Car& [a, h] x R + ) is non-negative, non-decreasing in its second 
argument and 
w(t, p)dt=O. (1.4) 
Then the problem (0.1) (0.2) has at least one solution. 
THEOREM 2. Let there exist 1, E { - 1, 1 > and aj E (0, + 03 ), i = 2, . . . . n, 
fulfilling 
i (b-a)“-~‘+] a I 1 
i=2 (n-i+l)! ‘- (1.5) 
and non-negative functions hi E L(a, b), i = 1, . . . . n, satisfying (1.3) such that 
on the set D there are satisfied the conditions 
4f(t, x1> “‘9 x,)-f(t, y,, “‘1 v,,)l 
+ C 44 - y,l >O for xl > yl 
i=2 
and 
If(t, Xl> ...9 x,)-f(t, YI> . ..> Y,t)l 




Then the problem (O.l), (0.2) has at most one solution. 
THEOREM 3. Let all assumptions of Theorem 2 be satisfied and let there 
exist r E (0, + 00) such that f fulfills the condition 
A( - 1)’ [f (t, ( - 1)’ r, x2, . . . . x,) - n! d,] 2 0, i= 1, 2, (1.8) 
on the set D. Then the problem (O.l), (0.2) has just one solution. 
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2. AUXILIARY STATEMENTS 
LEMMA 1. If r E (0, + co) and h E L(a, b), then there exists r* E (r, + co) 
such that for any function v E AC”- ‘(a, b) from the conditions 
u(ay) - v(a,- 1) = 0, j=l n, 3 ..., 
there exists t,, E [a, b] such that lu(t,)l 5 r, 





i Iu’“‘(t)l sr* for astgb 
i= 1 
(2.4) 
follows, where E is an arbitrary number from (0, (26 - 2a) -“I. 
Proof: Since (2.1) holds, there exist t Ij E ( ayp , , ~7,~) such that u’( t v) = 0, 
j= 1, . . . . n. Similarly, there exist tzjE (tu, tl,j+,) such that u”(t,,.)=O, 
j= 1, . . . . n - 1. Consequently we get the points t,- ,,, , t,- 1,2 such that 
Integrating (2.3) from t to tnpl,l, we have Idn-‘)(t)l sh,+E(b-a)p, 
where p = max{ Iv(t)l: a 5 t 5 b} and h, = ji h(t)dt. By analogy, 
Iv (ip’)(t)l 5 h,(b-a)“-‘+&(b-a)“~‘+‘p, i=2, . . . . n, and according to 
(2.2), Iv(t)1 5 r + h,(b - a)“-’ + E(b - a)” p. Therefore p 5 p,, where 
p1 = 2(r + h,(b - a)“-‘). Putting 
r*=p, + i (h,(b-a)“~‘+2-“(b-a)‘-‘p,), 
r=2 
we obtain the estimate (2.4). 
LEMMA 2. Zf E E (0, (26 - 2~7~“1, 2 E { - 1, 1 }, then the problem 
IP’ = A&U (2.6) 
day) - UC%- 1) = 0, j= 1, . . . . n (2.7) 
has only the trivial solution and there exists a positive constant 
y = ~(a,, . . . . azn, E) such that 
(i 1) a - G(t>s) Iy 
ati- I for ast, ssb, (2.8) 
where G is the Green’s function for the problem (2.6), (2.7). 
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Proof. Let VE AC” ‘(a, 6) b e a solution of the problem (2.6) (2.7). 
Denote p = max{ Iu(t)/: a 5 t 5 b}. From (2.7) there follows the existence of 
zeros tki of the functions u(!+‘, k = 1, . . . . n- l,,j= 1, . . . . n-k+ 1, in the same 
way as in the proof of Lemma 1. Further, by (2.6) there exists 
t,, E (t, , , t, l,z) such that u(“‘( t,, ) = u( t,, ) = 0. Integrating (2.6) gradually 
from t to t,,, k=n - 1, . . . . 0, we get for p #O that p 5 ~(h-u)“p < p/2. 
From this contradiction it follows that p = 0. 
Equation (2.6) has a solution u(t) = Cy=, bieki’, where 
k; = h, b,ER, 
If u satisfies (2.7) then 
i= 1 , . . . . n, k, # k, for if j. (2.9) 
(2.10) 
Let us denote the matrix of (2.10) by M. Since the problem (2.6), (2.7) has 
only the trivial solution, bi = 0 for i = 1, . . . . n and det A4 # 0. The Green’s 




i aik{ekls- i fiik<.ek+ = 6;, ,j = 1, . . . . n, (2.11) 
i= I I=1 
issatisfied where6i=Oforj=1,...,n-1,6,=1, 
G(a,,-,+W,, ,,s)=O, j = 1, . . . . n. (2.12) 
Putting ci = cr,- pi, we get from (2.11) that C:=, c,kjek+ = 6,, j= 1, . . . . n. In 
view of (2.9), the determinant 
W=exp[s i k;) fi (ki-k,) 
\ r=l 1 r,j=l 
i<, 
is not equal to zero and thus c,(s), . . . . c,(s) are uniquely determined for any 
SE [a, b]. Substituting c,, . . . . c,, into (2.12) we obtain a linear non- 
homogeneous system of the nth order for @r(s), ,.., a,(s) resp. p,(s), . . . . /?Js), 
where SE [a,, a,]. Another system is obtained for SE [a,, a,], and so on. 
However, the matrices of these systems are equal to M in all cases. Thus 
a,(s), . . . . a,(s) and p,(s), . . . . p,,(s) are uniquely determined for any s E [a, b] 
and there exists a constant y = ?(a,, . . . . a,,, E) satisfying (2.8). 
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3. EXISTENCE PROPOSITION 
PROPOSITION. Let there exist rE (0, -I- oo), 1E { - 1, l}, and functions 
hiE L(a, h) such that on the set D there are satisfied the conditions 
nCf(tT Xl 2 ..., x,)sgnx,l20 for lx11 2r (3.1) 
and 
If(t, Xl 3 ..., x,)1 5 h(t). (3.2) 
Then the problem (0.1) (0.3) has a solution v satisfying the property (2.2). 
Proof Let m, E N satisfy m, 2 (2b - 2a)“. Let us consider differential 
equations 
and 
vcn’ = iv/m + f(t, v, . . . . v+ I’) (3.3) 
v(“) = AvJm, (3.4) 
where m E N, m 2 m,. From Lemma 2 it follows that the problem (3.4), 
(0.3) has only the trivial solution and that there exists y = 
y(a,, . . . . a,,, l/m) E R satisfying (2.8), where G is the Green’s function of the 
problem (3.4), (0.3). 
Let us denote by 98 the Banach space of all functions from C+‘(a, b) 
with the norm 
and define a continuous operator H: 99 --* 99 by 
H(z(t))=jbG(t,s)f(t,z(s),...,zin~’)(s))ds. 
a 
From (2.8) and (3.2) it follows that H maps a into its compact subset and 
thus, by the Schauder fixed-point theorem, there exists v,E~@ such that 
H(G) = v,, i.e., v, is a solution of the problem (3.3), (0.3). According to 
(0.3), as in the proof of Lemma 1, we get the zeros tkj of the functions u$‘, 
k = 1, . . . . n - 1, j= 1, . . . . n-k+ 1. Now, suppose that Iv,(t)1 zr on [a, b]. 
Then, in view of (3.1), Iv$‘( t) sgn u,(t) = A[(A/m) v,J t) sgn v,(t) + 
f(t, u,, . . . . u:-‘)) sgn u,] >O f or a.e. t E [a, b], which contradicts the fact 
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that u”‘+ ‘) has two zeros on [a, h] (see (2.5)). Thus there exists [,,,E (II, h) ,,I 
such that 
(3.5) 
Further, applying (3.2) and (3.3) we conclude that Iv:‘(t)) 5 h(t) + elc,(t)l 
for a.e. t E [a, 61, where E E (0, (2b - 20) “1. Therefore, by Lemma 1, there 
exists r* E (r, + “c) such that for any m E N, m 2 m,, it holds that 
i 1~:~ “(t)l$r* for ugtsb. 
i=l 
Hence the functions (v,)~_,~~ are uniformly bounded and equi-continuous 
with their derivatives of the (n - l)st order and so, by the Arzelh-Ascoli 
lemma, we can suppose without loss of generality that the sequences 
b?7);=,o’ . . . . (6 “),“=,, are uniformly converging on [a, h] and a 
function u(t) = lim, _ J. u,(t) is a solution of the problem (O.l), (0.3). 
Finally, we prove the existence of t,~ [a, b] such that lu(t,)l 2 Y. Let us 
suppose the contrary and put o,=min{Iu(t)l: ustsb} and 6=u,-r>O. 
Since for any me N, m 2 m, there exists t,, E (a, b) satisfying (3.5), 
I v( t,) - v,( t,)l 2 u0 - r = 6, which contradicts the uniform convergence of 
(v,) on [a, b]. Thus II satisfies (2.2). This completes the proof. 
4. A PRIORI ESTIMATE 
LEMMA 3. Let r E (0, + co ), h, E L(u, b), i = 1, . . . . n, he non-negative 
functions satisfying (1.3) and w E Car,,,( [a, b] x R + ) be non-negative, 
non-decreasing in its second argument and fulfilling ( 1.4). 
Then there exists r* E (r, + CD) such that for any function u E AC”- ‘(a, h) 
from the conditions (2.1), (2.2) and 
, I  
Id")(t)1 5 1 h/(t) /II” l’(t)\ 
i=l 
> 
for u.e. tE [a, b], (4.1) 
the estimate (2.4) follows. 
Proof: Let u E AC’“-‘) (a, 6) satisfy (2.1), (2.2), and (4.1). According to 
(2.1), we can obtain the zeros tkj of uck), k= 1, . . . . n- l,j= 1, . . . . n-k+ 1, 
in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 1. 
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Let us put p,=max{ju (tip ‘j(t)/: a 5 t 5 6) and integrate it from t to 
t n-2.j, j= 1,2, 3. Since t,-, , E (a,, alnP4), tn-2,2~ (a,, uZnP2), and 
t n-2.3 E (%? a2n)? we get I” ,“P2,(;)1 Q,,T~~~. Analogously 
Iu “-‘)(t)l 5poznp, . ..Tj-‘. i = 2, . . . . n - 2 
and integrating the latter from t to I,, we get by (2.2) that 
lu(t)l5r+p,z,-, “.T,TO. 
Let t* E [a, b] be such that /u (n-“(t*)( =po. Then, integrating (4.1) from 
t* to trip,.,, we have 
pospo i T’,-, “.T,-, ibh,(t)dt+r 
i= I fl 
X j" h,(t) dt + j" dt, w. + r) dt, (4.2) 
0 u 
where ,u=xCr=, TV-, . ..T.-,. From (1.3), (1.4) it follows that there exists 
p* > 0 such that for any p 2 p* it holds that 
and 
p i Tn-, ...tip, Ihh,(t)dt+r 
i= 1 0 
and so, in view of (4.2) pO<p*. Putting r*=r+p*c7=, T,_, . ..T.+,, we 
get the estimate (2.4). 
5. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let us consider the polynomial go(t) = C:=, diti, 
diE R, i= 1, . . . . n, satisfying (0.2), i.e., 
gO("?j) - gO("2j- 1) = Aj, j = l, ...9 n. (5.1) 
These conditions determine the constants d,, . . . . d,, uniquely because the 
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determinant of the system (5.1) is different from zero. In the opposite case 
the homogeneous problem 
go(Q) - g”b*j I) = 0, j=l 1 . . . . 4 
would have a non-trivial solution. This means that there would exist a 
non-zero polynomial of the nth order, the derivative of which would have 
n different zeros. We get the contradiction. 
Let r* E (r, + co) be the constant constructed by Lemma 3 for the 
function 
6(t,p)=o t,p+ i r,.-l 
( > 
+ i hi(t) r,- I + n! Id,1 
,=I i= I 
and for the constant 7= r + ro. 
Let us put 
X(r*,s)= 2-s/r* 1 0 1 for Oss_Ir* sz2r*, for r*<s<2r* 
g(t,x, ,..., x,)=f(t,x,+g, ,..., x,+gb”-“)-n!d,, (5.2) 
at, Xl 1 ..., (5.3) 
and consider the equation 
U@) = ‘g(t, u, . ..) IP- I’). (5.4) 
It is clear that Ig(t, xl, . . . . x,)1 5 h(t) on D, where 
h(t)=sup lg(t,xl,...,x,)I: i lxilS2r* 
1 I 
E L(a, b). 
i=l 
If Ix11 Ir’, then lx1 + goI 2_r and, by (l.l), (5.2), (5.3), Ag(t, xl, . . . . x,) 
x sgn xi 10 on D. Therefore g satisfies (3.1) with the constant ?. According 
to the existence proposition, the problem (5.4), (0.3) has a solution u 
satisfying (2.2) with the constant ?, i.e., there exists to E [a, b] such that 
Ju(t,)( 5 r”. Further, by (1.2), 
Iu’“‘(t)l s f hi(t) Iu’“‘(t)l 
i=l 
+cc t, i Id- l’(t)1 
( > 
for a.e. t 6 [a, b] 
i= I 
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and it is easy to verify that 6 satisfies the same conditions as o. Therefore, 
by Lemma 3, v satisfies the estimate (2.4). Thus, in view of (5.3) u is a 
solution of the equation 
ZP’ = g(t, v, . . . . UC”- “) 
and hence, according to (5.1) (5.2) u = u + g, is a solution of the problem 
(0.1) (0.2). The theorem is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Admit to the contrary that the problem (O.l), 
(0.2) has two solutions ul, u2. Put v = uI - u2. Then v satisfies the condi- 
tion (2.1) and similarly as in the proof of Lemma 1, we obtain the zeros t,, 
of the functions vtk), k = 1, . . . . n - 1, j = 1, . . . . n -k + 1. Suppose that u(t) # 0 
for all t E [a, b]. Without loss of generality we assume that v(t) > 0 for 
a I t < b. Applying (1.6) we conclude 
h’“‘(t) + i (ai sgn u(‘+ l’(t)) 
i=2 
XV +-l’(f)>0 for a.e. t E [a, b]. (5.5) 
As follows from (1.5) (see, for example, [ll, p. 1571 or [4, p. 116]), each 
non-trivial solution of the equation 
Au@‘(t) + i (a; sgn ~(~~“(t)) v(‘-“(t) =O 
z=2 
has not more than n - 1 zeros in [a, b]. Therefore, according to the 
Frobenius factorization (see [3, p. 871 or [2, pp. 91-941) the inequality 
(5.5) can be written in the form 
&( . ..(-&)‘...pl (5.6) 
where p,eAC”-‘-‘(a, 6) for i= 1, . . . . n- 1, p,,eAC(u, b), and pi#O on 
[a, b] for i= 1, . . . . n. Because of (2.1) the function 
$?=-.L( . ..(f>‘...) 
has two zeros on (a, b) and, on the other hand, since (5.6), cp’ > 0 for a.e. 
t E [a, b]. We get the contradiction. Therefore there exists tOE (a, 6) such 
that u(r,) = 0. Putting p0 = max{ Iv@ ~ l’(t)/: a 5 t s b} and integrating 
the inequality Iv (“-l)(t)] sppo gradually from t to tkj, k=n-2, . . . . 1, 
409Jl45’1-8 
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j= 1 , . . . . n-k + 1 and then from t to t,,, we get as well as in the proof of 
Lemma 3 that 
Iv “-“(t)l sPpo~,l 2 “‘5, ,I a<tlh,i=l,..., n-l. _ _ (5.7) 
Let t* E [a, h] be such that Iv”’ “(t*)l =pO. Integrating (1.7) from t,,- ,,, 




PoiPo 1 z,-1 ‘.‘T,-I hi(t) dt. 
I=1 0 
From (1.3) it follows that p0 = 0 and in view of (5.7), v(t) =0 for all 
TV [a, b]. Theorem 2 is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 3. The uniqueness is evident. Let us prove the exist- 
ence. As follows from (1.7),fsatislies (1.2), where o(t, p) = If(t, 0, ..,, 0)l. It 
is easy to demonstrate that w  satisfies (1.4). Applying (1.6) and (1.8) we 
conclude that on D there are satisfied the inequalities 
A[f( t, xl, . . . . x,) - n! d,] 
> i[f( t, r, x2, . . . . x,) - n! d,] 2 0 for x,>r 
and 
-i[f(t,x,, . . . . x,)-n! d,] 
> -A[f(t, -r, x2, . . . . x,)-n! d,] 20 for X, < -r. 
Therefore f satisfies (1.1). This completes the proof. 
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